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FOUR KEY FUN GIFT AREAS



When you think of fun gifts there will be the images of amusing socks, 
mugs with slogans and some cool gadgets. The techy gift has become a 
massive area in its own right. The world seems to need a gadget for 
every day to day task and if they don’t someone will make one anyway. 

There are some really useful and fun techy gifts that could satisfy both 
male and female recipients. Some of the simpler ones on offer are new 
design bottle openers, colour matching mugs, musical rulers and tins to 
keep all your techy stuff in one place. 

There are that many remotes, chargers, and leads these days for 
tablets, televisions, phones and IPods that storage has become a 
genius gift choice! 
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It may seem obvious in a fun gifts document to talk about funny gifts 
but there are plenty of gifts that can be fun without that evident 
injection of humour. Funny anecdotes, straight talking slogans and 
entertaining imagery are essential to the gift industry. Staying on pulse 
with what is hip and current in the world of entertainment is crucial to 
capturing an audience’s attention. 

There are some superb one liners on all sorts of different merchandise 
these days, you just cannot escape catchy slogans and straight-talking 
statements of brutal honesty. If you want to tell the recipient 
something then there is a gift out there to say it with. 

There is also an array of colourful, visual and entertaining products that 
will bring a smile to the sternest of faces! 
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Some of the most entertaining and fun gifts you can create these days 
are those that you personalise yourself. You know the recipient of the 
gift best so you can capture a special moment that only the two of you 
know about. 

All of those memories, catchphrases, embarrassing and of course 
monumental moments that can be captured in the perfect gift. The 
software to personalise the product of choice is very easy to use so you 
will have a unique and original gifts within minutes. 

You can choose from a range of products including mugs, keepsakes, 
photo frames, jewellery, photo albums, sweets and diaries. The choices 
are endless! 
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Can the practical gift really be fun? Yes it can so there are no excuses 
now! 

The practical gift has had to funk up its image to survive in the hotly 
contested world of gift choices. The bland coaster no longer exists –
well it does but it there are thousands of better designs to distract you 
from it! 

So now you can buy funky diaries and calendars, doorstops, storage 
boxes of any size, clocks, kitchen appliances, gardenware, and 
bookends. There are plenty of practical options for those tricky to buy 
for family members and friends. 
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FUN GIFTS

For more great Fun Gifts products browse our full collection.
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